Section 3. Delegate Requirements and Qualifications

A. Affiliate delegates

1. Two delegates and two alternate delegates shall be elected or appointed by each ASRT affiliate in accordance with affiliate procedures.

2. Affiliates shall submit completed affiliate delegate information forms to ASRT for the delegates and alternate delegates by the end of the last business day of January. Delegate and alternate delegate positions not filled with qualified members by the last business day of January shall remain open until after the annual meeting of the House of Delegates.

3. A delegate shall be a voting member of the ASRT and the affiliate being represented for two years immediately preceding nomination.

4. For affiliates who have not had active status with ASRT for a minimum of 24 months, delegates shall be a voting member of ASRT for two years immediately preceding nomination and a member of the affiliate being represented at the time of nomination.

5. A delegate shall have served as an officer, or on the Board of Directors or as a committee member in the affiliate being represented.

6. A delegate shall practice in the medical imaging and radiation therapy profession or health care.

7. A delegate may serve concurrently on the board of any national medical imaging or radiation therapy certification or national accreditation agency.

8. A delegate shall have the time and availability for necessary travel to represent the ASRT.

9. A delegate shall attend the annual meeting of the House of Delegates and all meetings required of delegates.